Delhi Dynamos FC to hold Open Football Trials
Open platform for all children born in 2002, 2003 or 2004 to
showcase their talent and get a shot at a bright footballing future
withtheopportunity to participate in the Reliance Foundation Young
Champs Scholarship programme.
This April will see a football revolution sweep Delhi. Young and budding football playersin the
cityborn in 2002, 2003 or 2004 will get an opportunity to showcase their talent. The shining stars will
get a chance to be a part of a skill enrichment workshop and larger opportunities. They will
trainalongside some of the best fresh talent across the country.
Continuing its efforts in grassroots and youth football development, theDelhi Dynamos Football Club
(DDFC) our national capital’s very own football team in the Hero Indian Super League, launched the
second leg of its grassroots programme in Delhi-NCR.DDFC aims to create sustainable opportunities
for children (born in 2002, 2003 or 2004) in the region through Open trials, starting April 11, 2015.
In 2014, the inaugural year of the Hero Indian Super League & the Delhi Dynamos FC, the Dynamos
had initiated a grassroots football development program in Delhi, ‘Junior Dynamos’, which became
one of the largest ever Inter-School Football Tournament with a participation of over 2400 Players
from over 180 schools
The Dynamos are now stepping up their game by holding Delhi’s first ever open football trials to
identifyand nurture real footballing talent at a young age.DDFC hopes to refine these children’s
game skills, enhance their technical knowledge and ultimately mould them into professional
football players.
The first of these open football trials will be held in Delhi on April 11 at the Ambedkar Stadium,
and is open to all participants from the Delhi NCR area aged between 11 to 13 years. The
participants will be given a chance to showcase their talents under the guidance of the Delhi
Dynamos FC technical team. Talented children will be shortlisted to participate in the Reliance
Foundation Young Champs selection camp. Delhi Dynamos FC hopes to find the next ‘Face of
Indian Football’ from Delhi.
The Delhi Dynamos FC urges all parents of children born in 2002, 2003 or 2004, to make sure that
their children are a part of this first ever DDFC open trial & the Hero ISL selection festival. This is
first of the many initiatives that DDFC will roll out this year.
For more information:
Visit us at www.facebook.com/DelhiDynamosFC
Srinjoy Mukhopadhyay
+919818094691
Srinjoy.mukhopadhyay@delhidynamos.com

13 million homes
Largest Subscriber Base amongst all Cable Players in India
DEN Networks is India's largest cable TV distribution company serving 13 million homes in over 200 cities.
The company has been a frontrunner in the digitisation of Indian cable television and has approximately 6
million digital subscribers.
DEN’s geographic footprint spans 13 key states across India including Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka,
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Haryana, Kerala, West Bengal, Jharkhand and Bihar. The company has a
significant presence in the strategic & economically important Hindi Speaking Markets (HSM) belt.
DEN Digital - DEN’s digital cable services brand is one of the market leaders in India’s digital television
space. DEN Digital offers a wide choice of channels and services spanning all major genres and languages
along with cutting edge value added services (VAS).

True 100 Mbps
Superfast DEN Boomband
DEN has soft launched its super-fast cable broadband internet services on DOCSIS 3.0 technology. The
offering offers plans up to speeds of 100 Mbps. The service is currently available in parts of Delhi NCR.

Delhi Dynamos FC

Redefining football culture in Delhi
DEN is the proud owner of the Hero Indian Super League’s Delhi Team – Delhi Dynamos FC. With the
introduction of Delhi Dynamos FC, DEN aims to become the default destination for entertainment,
information and interactivity for the Indian family.

DEN SNAPDEAL TV SHOP

Giving a new perspective to Television Commerce
TV Shop is a revolution in the TV Commerce space, reaching out to 23 million homes across the length &
breadth of the country.
It rides on the broadcasting strengths of DEN and the consumer shopping expertise of Snapdeal.com

